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Abstract 
 

In the promotion of cloud computing amenities provenance aware 

approaches play an optimistic role in policy management. The disparate ways 

in policy structures evaluated in different layers of cloud architectures 

addresses the issue of policy management. In this work we propose 

provenance aware audit trail assessment in regard of policy monitoring for 

SaaS provisioning. The auditors assess the policy range which was tagged in 

SLA for the commencement of SaaS provisioning between consumer and 

provider. The auditor retrieves the policy structure from the Meta data form 

and apply a monitoring approach mechanism on policy range to its respective 

commitments which are endorsed in SLA by the consumer and provider. 

This auditor trail assessment decision model allows the consumer to express 

his sensitivity on provider‟s offers in tracking the policy range at an instance 

in monitoring scenario. 
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1 Introduction 

 
Cloud computing paradigm exhibits the benefits in service utilizations, 

trusted services, compliance monitoring and accountability. The term 

security is a real time visionary concept in cloud computing as it is supported 

with service oriented architectures. Due to the demanding situations occurred 

in service landscape cloud customer express his security requests towards his 

services as they are offered by the service providers. The service providers 

have to focus this issue in leasing of their virtual resources for an optimal 

utilization [1] [16]. The promising part of integrity parameters are to be 

treated as sensitive issue in large data computations. Checking the integrity 

for hardware resources includes the computational attributes of boot time, 

bios configuration, OS services [2]. The Meta data lineage in provenance 

helps for incorporating verifiability, accountability and integrity by imparting 

audit trails to be away from susceptible security risks [3]. Fault tolerance 

event monitoring can be traceable with provenance based infrastructures. 

Provenance is a place where we can acquire appropriate data information. 

[4][5]. Awareness on provenance is greatly benefitted by the stakeholders 

involved in cloud paradigm. The content of data provenance in business 

sector elevates the integrity and lineage data of different resources used. Data 

provenance can be used in addressing reliability, estimation of quality of 

service, audit trails on scientific data and capturing of workflows for error 

detection. The highlighted feature of reusability with reproducibility can be 

acquired from the data provenance [6]. The need of auditing services in cloud 

computing triggers the accountability, confidentiality. Identification of 

service selection, monitoring based on quality of service in web based 

ontology towards SLA‟s in cloud computing, presents the pros and cons in 

cloud environment [7]. Enabling of static policy based controls was not 

yielding best results. Provenance aware data tracking is a best solution for 

employing policy based access control in the usage of data computations [8]. 

Quality of service may depend on the factors of trust and reputations where 

we can acquire these features with aware of provenance. Provenance 

information is used for service selection and authentication, for credibility 

analysis of profile history [9].  

Our research script was organized into five sections. The introduction 

section presents the information about requirement of auditing service in 

different cloud computing service models and creates a background for 

modeling the problem. In review of literature section we studied a set of 

research scripts which helps in finding the research gaps to sculpture our 

current framework. In modeling the problem section a simple policy 

monitoring approach was implemented mathematically to study the policy 

benchmark. The results section illustrates mathematical computations in a 

tabular form and the picturized graph clearly represents the policy 

monitoring approach with audit trail assessment. In conclusion section we  
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highlight the policy monitoring approach and leads to a future path for 

performing workflow analysis of provenance. 

 

2 Review of Literature 
 

The term security is a real time visionary concept in cloud computing as 

it is supported with service oriented architectures. Due to the demanding 

situations occurred in the service landscape cloud customer express his 

security request towards his services as they are offered by the service 

providers. The service providers have to focus this issue in leasing of their 

virtual resources for an optimal utilization. The framework in this paper 

projects IaaS platform with virtual machine security concept. A novel 

mechanism in choosing of security models related to virtual machines raises 

the customer satisfaction level up to the mark.  This research script produces 

a threat model having the features of confidentiality, privacy, availability, 

and integrity. The considering point of virtual machines and attacks on them 

related to operating system platform and space allocations are noticed. The 

server level attacks on virtual machines are endorsed with different 

hypervisors regarding their basic securities, protection of hardware, tracking 

of un trusted hypervisors. The above security model and policy validation 

modules are implemented on ESSEX platform to establish a managed 

authentication and authorization environment to cloud customer. [1]     

The parameter of integrity is a sensitive issue in large data computations. 

This paper proposes the attestations with an assurance in integrity 

parameters. Checking of integrity for hardware resources includes the 

computational attributes of boot time, bios configuration, OS services. The 

computing platforms enable the attestations of property based in signifying 

the verification of integrity. Progger is used for collection of data from 

provenance which embeds logging data activities, atomic data actions, 

evidence of fake entries and time stamp synchronizations. Pearl based event 

correlate is a light weight open source which uses the rule based approach in 

matching of correlation events. The suggested assurance system in this paper 

supports the cloud customer in forwarding of evidences with provenance 

based attestation services through Progger facilities [2].      

Auditing of authentication and authorization for enhancing of security 

features, integrity availability and confidentiality are considered and are used 

to compare the correlation between provenance usage and data forensics. 

This paper endorsed with proactive forensic techniques with resource 

monitoring and tracking of a provenance. [3]. 

Provenance is a place where we can acquire data information. A service 

is a composition of processes and objectives to achieve a specific goal. The 

problem of accumulating of these services turns complex for determining in 

advance. Markov decision process with partially observable schema was  



                                                                                                                  
 

 

 

 

 

presented in this paper to evaluate the composition of services and their 

quality of service workflow environment. The composition of services 

exhibits the non functional properties which are complex in justification. 

First phase of this paper delivers the planning phase in service discovery and 

the second phase computes the non functional properties of quality of service 

specifications involved in service composition. An objective function is 

calculated for quality of service property evaluation in service composition 

of multiple objective decision problems. The Markova decision schema is 

used with the aware of provenance data for inspection of policy optimization. 

There are many service repositories where the service provider may have an 

idea in service composition. The schema provided in this paper defends as a 

best model for service composition and comparison. In this part of evaluating 

this Markova based schema a programming interface with web services 

descriptions are functionalized to minimize the conflicts. The reward 

assessment was carried on quality of service parameters for service 

compositions which are constructed in the form of matrix. Finally the 

experimental results are carried with a case study to expose the scalability of 

proposed work. [4]  

Provenance aware solutions can be maximized by using provenance 

aware languages. The paper suggests a policy based language that can be 

used in provenance called „CPROVL‟ the assortment of provenance data. 

The actions specified on data renders on access control methods which can 

be picturized well in this CPROVL and CPROVE model. The CPROVE 

model constructed with nodes and their relationships exhibits the entity 

name, relationship and their activity structure. Cprovl model is enhanced 

with complex relationships that are involved in CPROVE model with rule 

based integrity solutions. [5]      

Monitoring of provenance was represented in the framework called cloud 

„PROV‟ which allows different organizations to develop and deploy their 

applications. The framework exhibits a service model using data provenance 

with a small data set. This paper tells about service object and its properties, 

physical service representation, logical service representation which helps for 

monitoring the provenance. Events of provenance are carried by message 

translators which are rule based and every service object process the quality 

attribute.  This paper supports provenance service engine which consists of 

event matcher with different attributes, event source, parameter id, service 

model template engine etc. The provenance data which was stored for further 

retrieving contains the list of services, history of events and service mode 

with status. [6]       

The identification of service selection, monitoring based on the quality of 

service in web based ontology‟s towards SLAs in cloud computing presents 

the pros and cons in cloud environment. This paper exhibits the unification of 

quality of service with SLA was demonstrated at high level by comparing 

with the existing approaches.  The methodology carried with seven step 

process evaluating the domain scope, reusing of existing methods, key  
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properties in methodology, exhibiting class hierarchies, differentiation of 

classes, prioritizing the properties of classes and instance creation. This 

seven step process elaborates different ontology requirements of quality of 

service which determines the level, function, profile, characteristics, metrics 

and values. [7]      

This paper deploys the role of security admin with an authorization 

database and referencing monitor. The proposed provenance based record 

forecast the operations of events, role of an entity, its preferences, messages 

and states. This paper supports the evaluation of policy depending upon the 

behavior of the consumer and his profile roles. The policy is generated by 

aggregation of different records from the policy store [8] 

  The processing of services and their executions are tracked with many 

mechanisms such as feedback, considering credibility, security from 

malicious attacks is considered in this paper. In the part of service delivery to 

the consumer the service provider must be accountable to his actions upon 

the request of consumer.  We know SLAs are the reputation barriers for both 

consumer and provider throughout the life cycle of SLA in materializing of 

accountability context. The paper emphasizes with feedback mechanism 

argues the authentication and credibility with some calculated statistics from 

the produced provenance data.  The objective of reputation carried by 

subjective and objective feed backs with predefined resource service 

parameters. The provenance records the entity activities to that particular 

agent provides the service workflow. This paper undertake hospital 

management system, specific to hospital attributes , blood bank, operations 

schedule, operation rooms, drugs etc. A tabular representation was stretched 

with different parameters   where the reviews are marked to the presented 

hospital management case study. The paper finalized in getting the answers 

for the following aspects.  The approaches in this paper carried only with 

feedback rather than the technical mechanism involved. The process of 

feedback gathering with the help of provenance was supported by context 

mining and reconstruction, reputation assessment is considered. [9]      

There are some situations where few virtual resources are not properly 

utilized. This situation can be overcome with PROVETE framework based 

on task evictions in data centre. This framework uses Google cloud for its 

diagnostic algorithm which consists of representing higher priority tasks, 

minimizing resource requests, calculating physical overload considerably. 

[10]      

Cloud computing service models with elasticity features where some 

other new services like mobility of service can also be included. The 

heterogeneity of requests from the consumer side are accumulated by the 

provider as micro services forward in real time with smart mobility 

approaches. The policy of SMALL (smart mobility for all) was picturized 

with an architecture where it can be used in many secured payment gateways. 

The suggested methodology in this paper confers the data source into small 

services forwards with scheduling, routing, authentication and authorization  



                                                                                                                  
 

 

 

 

 

which was noticed in a service registry. The paper places its check bounds by 

taking cloud security conditions, maintaining data provenance , maintaining 

data trust worthiness with  the features of scalability, verifiability, 

accountability and customizations. [11] 

Cloud storage system involves with consistency segments with 

availability features for making decisions towards performance. The paper 

presents as a backbone of PILEUS use for maintaining consistency in the use 

of many applications. This paper deploys SLA with this PILEUS in 

producing of data consistency for resource selection choice. The PILEUS 

exhibit an optimal solution in maintaining the consistency with scalable key 

value. This paper presents PILEUS key value store by granulating the 

consistency levels applying different set of keys on different parameters. [12]     

The paper precisely explains the fault tolerance attribute behavior with 

checkpoint procedure. To retrieve an optimal solution provenance data is 

targeted with reusability, reproducibility features are provided to the 

scientific workflows for using the wide range of services. The checkpoint 

procedure aggregates different processes and synchronizes to get a consistent 

state. The proposed model cautiously observe the environmental conditions 

of tasks and workflow notations with the projection of an algorithm and 

check pointing was carried related to time and resource overheads. [13]  

  

3 Background 
 

Provenance data is very essential in protecting and reconstructing data 

stored in the cloud. Provenance tracks the complete lineage of the data which 

helps to reconstruct the data when some unexpected and unauthorized 

transaction on the data happens. Audit trail based on provenance helps to 

genuinely assess the activities and users in the cloud. 

Provenance based performance assessment of SaaS Service Providers is 

the most essential task so that a right Service provider and right Services can 

be chosen by the consumer. Performance assessment methods till now are 

isolated based on either economics or effectiveness or efficiency. As per 

standard definition complete performance assessment is an integrated 

approach of economics, efficiency and effectiveness.  

Our approach integrates the three perspectives of performance 

assessment by performing quality driven economics assessment through 

EPAT(Economics performance audit trail) algorithm, effectiveness through 

PPAT(Policy Monitoring performance audit trail) algorithm and 

effectiveness through EFPAT(Effectiveness Performance audit trail) 

algorithm which helps  
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to provide a complete performance assessment of a SaaS service provider in 

cloud.[17],[18]. 

 

4 Modeling the Problem for Effective Policy Monitoring 
 

The policies in SaaS provisioning between consumer and provider are 

maintained in the form of SLAs where SLAs consists of service level 

objectives. Some of these service level objectives can be negotiated where 

this negotiation may be one to one, one to many, many to one and many to 

many approaches. A policy is a set of principles and conditions which was 

tagged with service level objectives carried in a mutual acceptable form by 

the consumer and provider.  

Negotiation is a procedure that can be carried if the service offers and 

service preferences are in an unbalanced situation an optimistic way to make 

the policy monitoring feasible by calculating the range of policy in 

addressing maximum and minimum service level offers of the provider. An 

advancement in use of e-commerce applications and their transactions are 

automated and tracked with many third party applications and accountability 

consortiums eg: FEDRAMP, HIPAA, PCIDSS and AICPA 

 

 
Figure 1 Cloud Auditor Functions in Policy Monitoring 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                                                  
 

 

 

 

Auditor functions in policy management and monitory is picturized in 

Figure 1. Sequential process of policy monitoring by the auditor starts with 

acquiring the policies between consumer and the provider. Once polices are 

acquired it is important to identify the key parameters in the policy, then the 

process move towards monitoring of policy adoptions and implementations 

variations. Finally the policy monitoring process ends with a review and 

detailed evaluations of operational activities of the policy. 

Figure 2: depicts the cloud auditor policy assessment framework which 

embeds the functions of policy monitoring and managing strategies. In the 

part of execution of above strategies cloud auditor policy management 

functions are deployed which was clearly picturized in figure 1. In 

monitoring of policy the cloud auditor triggers management operations for 

acquiring of policy from the data provenance. As the data provenance is 

guarded by provenance manager who coordinates with a cloud auditor for 

fulfilling of policy monitoring task. The provenance manager enables the 

request from the cloud auditor,  pass the request to provenance query 

analyzer and provenance store manager for acquiring of metadata policy 

structure. The provenance managers parse the acquired metadata policy 

instance without disturbing the data provenance lineage and implement the 

policy monitoring approaches and pass the final outcome to the cloud auditor 

request. The provenance manager maintains a backend database for all his 

computational workflows.  
 

 
Figure 2 Provenance aware Cloud Auditor Framework for Policy 

Monitoring in SaaS provisioning  
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There are some policy consortiums that deploy their services in different 

fields where FEDRAMP, a federal risk and authorization management 

program support for government in cloud computing services. AICPA is 

accounting membership program which is a statutory board represents some 

rules and conditions on accounts. HIPAA is medical act which support for 

the providing of medical services with some policy based approaches. 

PCIDSS a payment card industry data security standard consortium provides 

a policy in reducing the data loss from the e-commerce cards. 

In the scenario of modeling the problem, our framework point out policy 

management and monitoring approach with an audit trail assessment in 

aware of provenance. As we stated that the policy in SaaS provisioning 

represented in the form of SLAs. The problem was modeled in such a way 

there are group of potential service providers who represent their service 

levels in SLA form where these SLA policy was recorded in a provenance 

for further computational use by the auditor.  

  There is a chance of consumer preferences which are notified in SLA and 

preserved in provenance with reference to the provider‟s policy. We assume 

the situation where the policy of both parties should meet the proposed utility 

level as 0.99 and cost level as 0.20. An audit trail was implemented on the 

above stated policy in order to monitor different provider‟s policy structures 

and compare them with the proposed policy benchmark. The customer 

proposes a sensitivity factor choice towards the policy of the providers and 

the auditor assign sensitivity value for the policy monitoring approach to 

assess whether the policy range is nearer to the proposed benchmark value 

stated in SLA. [15]. 

The assumed below table is acquired from provenance data by the 

auditor without disturbing the Meta data schema so, that it can be better 

understandable for our higher computational interactions. 
Table 1 Assumed dataset from Meta data snapshot of Provenance fragment at an 

instance 

SaaS_ID Availability Reliability Cost($) 

Response 

Time(ms) 

SP2 0.99968 0.99953 0.762 0.2 

SP4 0.99988 0.99964 0.804 0.3 

SP6 0.99963 0.99958 0.444 0.6 

SP8 0.99918 0.99975 0.506 0.2 

SP10 0.99958 0.99956 0.484 0.3 

SP12 0.99981 0.99976 0.134 0.7 

SP14 0.99924 0.99983 0.234 0.5 

SP16 0.99948 0.99973 0.454 0.3 

 



                                                                                                                  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SP18 0.99999 0.99962 0.478 0.2 

SP20 0.99943 0.99972 0.414 0.5 

SP22 0.99959 0.99977 0.544 0.2 

SP24 0.99999 0.99992 0.508 0.5 

 
 

 

The below are the conditions employed in developing of an algorithm on 

the above Table1 [14] 

 

Note1: it is assumed that auditor get the parsed data from the metadata 

without disturbing its original schema. 

Note2: current algorithm starts by taking the parsed and normalized data as 

an input 

Note3: all quality of service parameters assumed here are non functional. 

Policy monitoring performance audit trail (PPAT) algorithm based on Table 

1 

Step 1: Classification of Policy parameters into two Utility 

Level(UL) and  Cost  Level(CL) 

Step 2: UL1=Utility Level
 (Sensitivity Value)

  

Step 3: SU1= SLA value for Utility Level * UL1 

Step 4: UL= SU1 * UL1 / Average Availability of SaaS_ID  

Step 5: CL1=Cost Level
 (Sensitivity Value)

  

Step 6: SC1= SLA value for Cost Level * CL1 

Step 7: CL= SC1 * CL1 / Average Response Time of SaaS_ID  

Step 8: Compare the UL and CL values of Service providers of  

 

Table 1 to  Benchmark value of proposed SLA 
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5 Results 
 

Table 2  Computations on Assumed dataset for Utility Level attributes with 

sensitivity and SLA values 

SaaS_ID 
Availabil

ity 

SP(Availabil

ity) 

Sensitivity 

^^2 

SLA* 

SP(Availabil

ity) 

Sensitivity 

^^2 

SLA* 

SP(Availability)Sens

itivity ^^2 / Average 

Availability of 

SaaS_ID 

SP2 0.99968 0.999360102 0.989366501 0.989739303 

SP4 0.99988 0.999760014 0.989762414 0.990135365 

SP6 0.99963 0.999260137 0.989267536 0.9896403 

SP8 0.99918 0.998360672 0.988377066 0.988749495 

SP10 0.99958 0.999160176 0.989168575 0.989541302 

SP12 0.99981 0.999620036 0.989623836 0.989996735 

SP14 0.99924 0.998480578 0.988495772 0.988868246 

SP16 0.99948 0.99896027 0.988970668 0.98934332 

SP18 0.99999 0.99998 0.9899802 0.990353233 

SP20 0.99943 0.998860325 0.988871722 0.989244337 

SP22 0.99959 0.999180168 0.989188366 0.989561101 

SP24 0.99999 0.99998 0.9899802 0.990353233 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                                                  
 

 

 

Table 3  Computations on Assumed dataset for Cost Level attributes  

with sensitivity and SLA values 

 

SaaS_I

D 

Respon

se 

Time(

ms) 

SP(Response 

Time)  

Sensitivity ^^2 

SLA* 

SP(ResponseTi

me)  Sensitivity 

^^2 

SLA* SP(Response 

Time)  Sensitivity 

^^2 / Average 

Response Time of 

SaaS_ID 

SP2 0.2 0.04 0.008 0.021333333 

SP4 0.3 0.09 0.018 0.048 

SP6 0.6 0.36 0.072 0.192 

SP8 0.2 0.04 0.008 0.021333333 

SP10 0.3 0.09 0.018 0.048 

SP12 0.7 0.49 0.098 0.261333333 

SP14 0.5 0.25 0.05 0.133333333 

SP16 0.3 0.09 0.018 0.048 

SP18 0.2 0.04 0.008 0.021333333 

SP20 0.5 0.25 0.05 0.133333333 

SP22 0.2 0.04 0.008 0.021333333 

SP24 0.5 0.25 0.05 0.133333333 

 
Figure 3 Policy Assessment of SLA value for Availability 

x-axis List of Service Providers, y-axis Avaialbility rate with Sensitivity 2  
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Figure 4 Policy Assessment of SLA value for Response Time 

x-axis List of Service Providers, y-axis Response Time rate with Sensitivity 2 

 In briefing the results Table 2 delivers sensitivity value of consumer 

towards provider based on the SLA policy on availability. The outcomes of 

values from Table 2 reflect the policy monitoring. Table 3 delivers sensitivity 

value of consumer towards provider based on the SLA policy on response 

time. The outcomes of values from Table 3 reflect the policy monitoring. 

Figure 3 represents the computed policy values of each service provider 

based on availability based on table 2. Figure 4 represents the computed 

policy values of each service provider based on response time based on table 

3. The computed policy outcomes of each service provider are compared to 

the nearest approximations of defined policy. 
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6 Comparison of Results 
 
          Table 4 Utility Score of different algorithms of Service Providers 

 

 

SaaS_ID 

Broker based Utility 

Score 

Topsis Method 

Utility Score 

EPAT Algorithm Utility 

Score 

SP2 22.9 48.2 1.679970518 

SP4 35.59 55.29 1.946248813 

SP6 33.69 40.47 1.421074117 

SP8 27.08 47.94 2.008878684 

SP10 29.51 47.71 1.848362178 

SP12 60.49 57.62 2.367521368 

SP14 42.24 48.81 2.094051112 

SP16 37.74 54.66 2.205578943 

SP18 47.71 65.05 2.717336395 

SP20 36.54 45.03 1.777911015 

SP22 41.45 62.23 2.509617156 

SP24 65.9 70.6 2.841791045 

 
 

 Thus Table 4 Shows Utility Score of different algorithms of Service 

Providers, Table 5 Coefficient of mean deviaton from mediam for Utility Score 

of different algorithms of Service Providers and Table 6 SaaS Providers 

Services Utilization Percentage. 
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Figure 5 Utility Score variations of different service providers based on their 

respective methods X-axis List of Service Providers Services with Utility Score 

Y-axis Variation Scale with color marks 

 

Table 5 Coefficient of mean deviaton from mediam for Utility Score of different 

algorithms of Service Providers 

 

      

 
Topsis Method 0.9814929 

 
Broker Based Method 0.9771749 

 
EPAT Algorithm 0.5578723 

    
  Thus Figure 5 shows the Utility Score variations of different service 

providers based on their respective methods X-axis List of Service Providers 

Services with Utility Score Y-axis Variation Scale with color marks, Figure 

6 Utility Score of Service Providers for different algorithms with Coefficient 

of mean deviation from mediam X-axis Different algorithms values of 

Coefficient of mean deviation from medium Y-axis Coefficient of mean 

deviation scale. 
 

 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

EPAT Algorithm Utility
Score

1.7 1.9 1.4 2 1.8 2.4 2.1 2.2 2.7 1.8 2.5 2.8

Topsis Method Utility
Score

48 55 40 48 48 58 49 55 65 45 62 71

Broker based Utility Score 23 36 34 27 30 60 42 38 48 37 41 66

Utility Score Variations 



                                                                                                                  
 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6 Utility Score of Service Providers for different algorithms with Coefficient 

of mean deviation from mediam X-axis Different algorithms values of Coefficient of 

mean deviation from medium Y-axis Coefficient of mean deviation scale  

  

 
Figure 7  Policy Assessment of Broker based and PPAT algorithm working 

comparison X-axis List of Service Providers with Policy of different algorithms 

Y-axis Policy Scale 
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SaaS_ID 

 
Providers 

Services 

Utilization(%) 

of services to 

customer 

SP2 
 A 

66.666667 
 B 

SP4 
 C 

77.777778 
 D 

SP6 
 E 

77.272727 
 F 

SP8 
 G 

80 
 H 

SP10 
 I 

76.190476 
 J 

SP12 
 K 

78.26087 
 L 

SP14 
 M 

75 
 N 

SP16 
 O 

76.923077 
 P 

SP18 
 Q 

76.923077 
 R 

SP20 
 S 

64.285714 
 T 

SP22 
 U 

64.705882 
 V 

SP24 
 W 

83.333333 
 X 

 
Table 6 SaaS Providers Services Utilization Percentage. 

 
 Thus Figure 7 Policy Assessment of Broker based and PPAT algorithm 

working comparison X-axis List of Service Providers with Policy of 

different algorithms, Figure 8 Utilization Score of Services by the 

customer, X-axis List of Service Providers Utilization score of the 

Services, Y-axis Utilization of Services with related to time, Y-axis Policy 

Scale.   

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



                                                                                                                  
 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Figure 8 Utilization Score of Services by the customer 

X-axis List of Service Providers Utilization score of the Services 

Y-axis Utilization of Services with related to time 

 
7 Conclusion   

 
In presenting of audit trail assessment for policy monitoring we had 

evaluated policy parameters based on SLA by taking an instance from 

Provenance data. Auditor took a delegate role in computing Utility level and 

Cost level parameters in monitoring the policy, in order to evaluate the 

provider‟s genuine. The above computations are done using strong 

mathematical baselines which supported for audit trails on policy monitoring. 

The proposed model innovatively delivered the importance of policy by 

considering sensitive factor of consumer to assess the services offered by the 

provider. In future we try to investigate the performance of workflow issues 

in provenance based on the above assumptions. 
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